[Modifying influence of extreme temperature on the radiation effect depending on body adaptation to heat. II. An analysis of the potential damages in a line adapted to heat].
The high temperature (33, 35, 37 and 38 degrees C) following the irradiation (X-rays, 3000r) is shown to increase the effect of radiation (on the loss of X-chromosomes) in non-adapted to high temperature Canton-S stock. This effect is due to the inhibition of repair processes and to the rising of probability of potential damage realization. The adapted to high temperature (32 degrees C) T-32 stock did not produce such effect at 33 and 35 degrees C. It seems that the heart-resistance of reparation of the enzymes of T-32 stock is higher than in non-adapted one. Temperature of 37 and 38 degrees C is effective in both stocks.